3.6.3 Multi-Player Time Travel

Time-travel in the single player case closely resembles saving the game state and reloading past checkpoints later on. In contrast, in the multiplayer case things get a lot more interesting. When a number of players co-exist in the same environment it is unclear how time travel of one player should change the current time step of other players. A naive approach is to simply use the single-player option, whereby all players are “dragged through time” by the time travel decisions of any player. However, this will likely make for a confusing playing experience and also break game dynamics since any player might be incentivised to travel in time when things are not working well for them.

Instead, we suggest a new approach for multi-player TT which relies on branching timelines: Any player can travel back in time independently while all other players have the option to continue playing on their current timeline or TT independently. This leaves a crucial question: What are the characters of other players doing on branches that the player is not currently playing? We suggest to use “zombie-actors”, i.e. machine learning models that predict the actions of a player in the alternate reality given their realised actions in the played reality. This problem is similar to the issues caused by time-delay in multi-player games, which are solved e.g. with Rollback which is now being improved using machine learning [1].

To reduce computational overhead and avoid pure “zombie-games”, branches that have been abandoned by all players get frozen in time until a player rejoins said branch.
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3.7 Artificial Intelligence for Audiences
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Artificial Intelligence (AI) has been leveraged for assisting individual players [20, 12] and individual designers or creators [9], but the rise of for-profit content creation platforms [3], and games as a spectacle [1] opens a new and exciting opportunity for AI support. In this working group, we explore applications, algorithms, and interfaces for AI for audiences.

The simplest inception of an AI application in this vein would be as mediator between a content creator (e.g. a YouTuber or a Twitch streamer) and the consumers that may be enjoying this content in real-time (e.g. during a stream) or asynchronously (e.g. watching a YouTube video). Focusing on the communication between audience and content, the working group identified the following non-exhaustive list for possible AI roles:

- **AI as mediator.** For instance, the AI may inform a viewer when the content changes (e.g. a new game area is entered or the creator changes the discussion topic), or inform a live-streamer when audience engagement shifts (in tone, volume, or discussion topic).
AI as entertainer. For instance, the AI can add a (textual) commentary to a playthrough in real-time. In this role, the AI may act as an unreliable narrator, in which case the state of the game need not be described reliably in order to increase engagement through uncertainty and curiosity. Similar patterns are observed in e.g. e-sport competitive matches, where (human) casters give more “optimistic” predictions for a comeback of the currently losing team.

AI for hype. For instance, the AI can algorithmically generate audio, visual, or text assets to promote content scheduled in the future by connecting it with past content from the same creator or a broader context. Similarly, the AI can promote existing content to the audience based on more in-depth patterns (e.g. gameplay progression) and player/viewer models than current recommender systems.

AI as tutor. For instance, when requested by a viewer an AI could explain game mechanics and their interactions as relevant to the current context. The issue of personalisation is pertinent here, as modeling the viewer’s expertise (based on the number of similar content they have viewed or games they have played, as well as questions they have asked the AI) could impact the level of explanation and possible examples or anchor points to scaffold the explanation.

AI as filter of needless data. For instance, an on-demand AI can jump to the highlights in the video, or an always-on AI can remove uninteresting or toxic chat between audience members.

The issue of synchronous versus asynchronous engagement can heavily impact the affordances and constraints for both the AI algorithms and the user interfaces. Beyond the obvious fast-response and low-latency requirements, the issue is pertinent because synchronous viewing may foster shorter but more direct interactions between content creator and audience and between members of the audience (e.g. chat). Synchronous viewing opens additional opportunities for AI assistance, such as a personalized recap of the stream so far in case a viewer joins late, or a recap of events while the user was away in case they leave and rejoin. On the other hand, asynchronous viewing allows for more thoughtful discussions to emerge in comments; at the same time interaction with the content is more granular and controlled as viewers can choose which parts of the video to view, rewind, etc.
Note, that the data format of the content that is made available to the AI should ideally not be simply the end-product (e.g. a video) but additional meta-data regarding game actions, context, and potentially even game-specific AI game players. An example of such rich data is provided in lichess where viewers (or players after the game is completed) can watch replays of chess matches along with AI-based predictions of win versus loss after every move, as well as suggested moves instead of the one played. Beyond chess, having access to such granular game data could allow for highlight detection (e.g. at points where the predictions shift dramatically between players), summarization (e.g. grouping similar moves together and focusing on highlights), or tutoring (e.g. showing the causal links between early choices and later outcomes). To maximize the potential of such an approach, however, the game developers would need to provide not only game state and action events but also ideally some game-specific AI that could provide nuanced context-specific metrics such as predicted win probability or chosen next moves. Such meta-data and AI-predicted game metrics are already made available for certain games that embrace the game as spectacle philosophy, especially e-sports such as Dota 2.

However, AI for audiences need not rely on the assumption of a one-to-many interaction, or the implicit assumption that the audience consists of passive consumers with no agency over the content or how they interact with it. AI for audiences can be used to promote and support augmented communities, where some or all of the audience members can take more proactive roles (indicatively, live commentators with AI visualization assistance or cinematographers by creating custom camera positions in live or replay game data). Audience interactions
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with the AI itself can also lead to improved computational models, including player models [26, 19] that can provide personalized tutoring (based on detected expertise level) but also for matchmaking between audience members (especially those with proactive roles). Similarly, the AI can operate on a many-to-many assumption and find similar content with similar game-states from other streamers to propose to viewers, but also for matchmaking between content creators. The simplest form of AI for content creators could suggest scheduling clashes with popular content creators in the same genre (or followed by the same audience) or niche topics that have not been explored by other content creators. A more proactive AI could also act as a matchmaker between content creators, suggesting ideas on how and on what topic this collaboration could be built on. Algorithms and interfaces for this type of AI assistance can have broader ramifications, as similar many-to-many relationships can be found in crowdfunding platforms (e.g., Kickstarter), virtual crowd working platforms (e.g., Fiverr or creative.ai), and service providers more broadly (e.g., Uber, Wolt).

Several existing algorithmic advancements can be leveraged towards the goals laid out above, including recommender systems [19, 12], text summarisation [13, 21], personalisation [10] and personas [6], highlight detection [12], video indexing and matching [22], viewership analytics [7], coordination and scheduling [2], monetisation and churn prediction [8], expressive range analysis [16] and quality-diversity search [4], AI directors [11, 17], and more. However, novel AI research will be warranted in this vein tailored to the format (video, speech, and game meta-data) and user requirements of such applications. Example directions for AI research include question-answering systems (including natural language processing), text summarisation of real-time expanding datasets (of comments or gameplay), context-aware detection of video segments (e.g., based on text mentions in the comments), or causal models [14] based on audio, visual, video, gameplay, and comment/chat data.
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